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About open access resources
and access to restricted material






The Internet gives access to an increasing number of
quality open access resources. These resources can
supplement or replace online library materials as
more and more scholarly and peer-review journals
open their back issues, and others have converted
partially or totally to open access for all issues.
Open Access refers to resources that are freely
available for viewing and/or use, but be sure to check
the copyright or permissions statement before use.

In addition to this, research materials from various
databases or publishers are made accessible via
personal accounts and/or on special conditions.
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Google Scholar












A search engine that indexes the full text or
metadata of scholarly literature across publishing
formats and disciplines
Includes most peer-reviewed online academic
journals and books, conference papers, theses and
dissertations
A good way to search for content, since it pulls
information and links from multiple open sources
You can save and cite articles, explore citations and
related works
It is not possible to limit your search results to open
access material only
Note that no all open content is found here
Create a free account to
- Save articles to your library
- Set up alerts and keep up with recent developments
in any area of research
- Create a public author profile and check who's citing
your publications

Journals and articles
Open Access articles + access to restricted material

Directory of Open Access Journals - DOAJ






Contains ca. 11000 open access journals covering all
areas of science, technology, medicine, social science
and humanities.
Mission: increase the visibility, accessibility,
reputation, usage and impact of
quality, peer-reviewed, open
access scholarly research journals
globally, regardless of discipline,
geography or language.
Biblical journals in DOAJ
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JSTOR










One of the world's leading academic databases
Provides access to more than 12 million academic
journal articles, books, and primary sources in 75
disciplines
Contains open content from both journals and books
Has made journal content published before 1923 in
the US, and prior to 1870 everywhere else, available
for free online
With a free MyJSTOR account, you can access and
read 6 restricted articles online for free every 30
days
The articles you have chosen to view will be
accessible on “My free articles” during the current
period

African Journals Online – AJOL







The world’s largest online library of peer-reviewed,
African-published scholarly journals
Promotes access to African-origin research output to
Africans and to the rest of the world
Multidisciplinary content
Open content:

Create an account to get free access to restricted
articles
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Globeethics.net
The aim of Globethics.net is



to ensure that people in all regions of the world are
empowered to reflect and act on ethical issues
and that persons - especially in Africa, Asia and LatinAmerica - have access to good quality and up to date
knowledge resources.

No cost involved in using the libraries. Individuals only need
create an account (free of charge) to get access to all the full
text journals, encyclopedias, e-books and other resources in
Globeethics.net Library and GlobeTheoLib. Some of this
material is restricted and/or not found open elsewhere.
Globeethics.net Library
 A free open online library specialized in
applied ethics, launched in 2008
 Contains more than 5 million documents and 175,000
users it is the leading global online source for ethics.
GlobeTheoLib Library (a project of Globeethics.net and WWC)
 A multilingual online library offering access free of
charge to 2,000,000 full-text documents
 Covers theology, intercultural and interreligious
dialogue, ethics, and ecumenism in World Christianity
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E-books and chapters







Google books full text or preview of books
Doab peer-reviewed books and chapters
Oapen academic e-books (humanities and social
sciences)
Religion Online chapters, monographs, speeches and
articles
HathiTrust digitized titles from academic institutions
SBL free access to online books in lower income
countries (list of online books)

Theses and dissertations


Dart Europe E-theses Portal
Created by research libraries and library consortia
working together to improve global access to
European research theses
Access to 769,000 open access research theses
from universities in Europe.



EThOS E-theses online service
Approximately 480,000 records, 260,000 of these
also provide access to the full text thesis
Fulltext access with account

Bibles and Bible study tools




Biblia.com
Bible versions, books and more
Get access to more material with free account
Bible Hub
Bible versions, lexicon, commentaries, concordances
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Open Encyclopedias




Stanford Encylopedia of Philosophy
Philosophical encyclopedia written by experts,
among them professors from over 65 academic
institutions worldwide. The Encyclopedia is peerreviewed
The World Factbook
Facts on every country, dependency, and geographic
entity in the world. Provides information on the
history, people, government, economy, energy,
geography, communications, transportation, military,
and transnational issues for 267 world entities

Open institutional repositories


OpenDOAR
An quality-assured directory of academic open access
repositories
Has over 2600 listings
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